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Luca Veuillet studies issues related to  
movement, celebration and artifice.
The singularity of his approach lies in the 
formation of instants, actions, and situations 
he calls events. Luca sets up ephemeral  
environments in hybrid formats through 
which he presents artworks. Pragmatic  
devices that mark an interest in the creative 
process and merge with its own modes of 
production.



Manifestation – deployment – encounter. 

Three temporalities as three tones give the  
measure. Writing on Luca Veuillet’s work is asking 
to gaze at the invisible. His practice aims at creating 
the conditions to one milieu idéal indéfini (ideal yet  
undefined middle) using events as intangible yet sentient  
matter. Fiction and reality intertwine to brood a provoked 
narrative shown as a necessary body of research. 

Each step of the meticulous process is recorded and  
allow the viewer to probe the context of its making : be 
it the frame of the workshop, the bearing of traces and  
remains, conditions in which the work is later stored  
before revealing itself to our senses. It is both a timeless 
and centerless medley. 

Same guests often recur at Luca Veuillet’s rendez-vous. 
The illusion, the spectacular and associations serve 
him to make up fragmented-mirror-like aesthetics, 
wherein each piece echoes one another. Everything is  
ambivalent, both container and content of its own  
meaning.

As waves follow rhythmic periodicities, his work induces 
the idea of displacement, like nomadic or portative  
objects draft to their nearest point of anchorage.  
Upside, downside, never quite fully capsized, it points both  
below to the archive and upward to the accident as 
way of becoming real. It is a celebration of the event, it  
questions shapes and facts. A celebration to united times 
and conditions. 

Charlotte Magnin



  EDUCATION AND PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE

2014 - 2017 HEAD-Genève, Graduated from ‘Action-Interaction’ pathway

2013 - 2017 Volunteer at La Galerie, bar and exhibition space (Geneva)  
2013 - 2015 Management of the exhibition commission : programming, selection, reception and  
  taking in charge of works

  LONG-TERM PROJECTS

2017  Associated with Post Disaster Residencies, collectif Informel

2016  Co-foundation of Les Nouveaux Résidents (The New Residents) collectif informel

2015 - 2017 Fondation et co-management of Burger & Jacobi, a nomadic art space 

  COLLECTIVES EXHIBITIONS

2017  SAY AGAIN ?
  Curated by Bénédicte Le Pimpec and Isaline Vuille for SSOABS
  With Edgardo Aragón, Christoph Draeger, Dora García, Frédéric Moser & 
  Philippe Schwinger, Mark Tribe, Ant Farm & Uthco
  Exposé La stratégie de l’échec introducing the publication 
  Modern express (projet pour un film), following a spontaneous proposal from me
  @ Médiathèque du FMAC, Genève

  OFFPAC2017
  Curated by Lavid Johnson
  With Mathieu Arbez Hermoso, Diane Audema, Abino Byrolle, Charlotte Carteret, 
  Wolf Cuyvers, Victor Daamouche, Kevin Gotkovsky, Jean-Baptiste Janisset, 
  Lucie Laurenti, Mathieu Merlet-Briand, Antoine Nessi, Paul Paillet, 
  Stéphane Papantoniou, Johan Papaconstantino, Romee van Oers, Paul Paillet, 
  Olivain Porry, Carine Santi Weil, Medi Spiegelberg, Lise Stoufflet, Charles Thomassin,  
  Jony Valado, Victor Vaysse, Romain Vicari, Jonathan Vidal, Elsa Werth
  @ 195 Avenue de la Madrague de Montredon, Marseille

  RESSACS
  Curated by You Know Who
  In collaboration with Burning Spiaggia
  With Charles Tercier Marie van Berchem et Suzanne Boulet     
  @ Topic, Genève

2016  MODERN EXPRESS*
  With Gregory Bourrilly, le collectif Galta, Quentin Heizmann, Hamlin Robert, 
  Zoé Sjollema & Jony Valado        
  @ Duplex, Genève

  Burger & Jacobi**
  CONTREBASSE, GUITARE, PIANO, KIOSQUE
  With Sabrina Fernandez and collectif Galta
  @ Kiosque des Augustins, Genève

  PRELUDIO
  Curated by Nouveaux Résidents
  In collaboration with Fabrice Bernasconi
  @ La Galerie, Genève

  KUNSTBOX
  Curated by Giada Olivotto, in collaboration with artist run space Topic
  and the Plein air à Voltaire festival
  Les Nouveaux Résidents
  In collaboration with Jony Valado
  @ Parc des Délices, Genève

2015  CAPTATIO BENEVOLENTIAE 
  Curated by You Know Who
  With Ashley Cook, Colin Raynal & Reto Müller, Darren Roshier, Diego Orihuela, 
  Edoardo Aruta, Fabio Roncato, Fabrice Bernasconi, GIuseppe Abate, Jean-Sébastien  
  Massicotte Rousseau, Riccardo Giacomini, Romain Grateau, Victoria Wigzell
  Burger & Jacobi** 
  E QUELLO CHE SOGNAVO DA BAMBINO, anonymous artiste
  @ Topic, Genève

  MIGNARDISES ET COLLATIONS #1
  A festival organised by Des Gens Biens
  With d’Akinetik, Mitch, Wendy Gaze, Camille De Dieu, Mandine Knoepfel, Laura Patay,  
  Thomas Perrodin, Ogoun Feraille, Fabrice Bernasconi
  in collaboration with Mandine Knoepfel and Fabrice Bernasconi 
  @ Cinéma Spoutnik, Genève

  Burger & Jacobi**
  PÉPINIÈRES, Mathias Pfund
  @ Nuit des Bains, Genève

  LUX
  Curated by SITAR
  With Fabrice Bernasconi, Éléonore Chalié, Marie Cornil, Joël Defrance, Wendy Gaze,  
  Louis Hans Moevi, Jean-Baptiste Hêche, Joël Hefti, Collectif MacGyver Manifesto,  
  Marie Matusz, Alienor Naef & Mathias Pfund, Gaëtan Rochbach, Christel Sanvee,  
  Chloé Simonin et Youssef Tanane
  @ Bains des Pâquis, Genève   

  SOLO SHOWS

2017  PIANO NOBILE
  @ Ressources Urbaines, Carouge

2016  Burger & Jacobi**
  MODERN EXPRESS - BOÎTE-EN-PIANO
  @ CGN bateau Henry Dunant, Genève - Coppet 

2014  L’APPARTEMENT
  @ La Galerie, Genève 

  EDITIONS / PUBLICATIONS
  
2017  Modern Express
  Projet pour un film
  Luca Veuillet (Ed.)

2014  Entretien - Luca Veuillet & Baptiste Hêche
  Luca Veuillet (Ed.) * As artist and curator 

** Endorsing only curatorship



PIANO NOBILE
Solo show

Ressources Urbaines – Geneva
2017

PIANO NOBILE is the first part of a continuous  
narrative. Elements from the space of Ressources  
Urbaines rejoin and embrace all together what I feel and 
define as ‘gravitational poetics’. Intended, something 
or a process repetitively bound to fall and fail to a  
destination it will never reach despite manifold trickery. 

These sculptures are witnesses, waiting for re- 
deployment. They are made up from different moods 
and different processes, each leading up to one  
another (working with artisans / performing in a public 
space / casting a mould / using ready-mades). The de-
clination is also to be understood in its philosophical 
sense as « a deviation by which atoms deviate from 
their vertical fall to meet out another and form a body »  
as understood by Lucretius in The Nature of Things 
(1570) 
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Impresions d’Afrique
Ceramic triptych
8.5 × 6.5 × 4 cm

The Piano Box
Wooden parquet 
120 × 160 × 65 cm

Shunt
Video of a performance 
3’30’’ 
Muet

Portfolio
Airline Trolley 
Five editions, accessories
103 × 30 × 40 cm

Ciao - Groupe mobile
Piaggio Ciao Porter
122 × 217 cm
PE Sheet
380 × 400 cm
Collage
32 × 46.3 cm
Variable dispositions
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Devine qui vient dîner
Sculpture

Textiles, resin
210 × 60 × 80 cm

Home-Work – Geneva
2017

Hanging on the terrace of a building that houses the 
apartment of the artist Quentin Lannes. His window was 
turned into an exhibition space since 2014. 
 
This intervention is part of a series produced by two 
motives : the investment of the mission of moving 
an object and an element of mystery. The Piano Box 
(PIANO NOBILE) is then defined as the first work of 
the series, a reproduction of an accessory from the  
eponymous film by Laurel and Hardy. 

Devine qui vient diner (Guess who’s comming to din-
ner) is also the name of a french song and an american  
movie, seizing somehow the use of ‘ready made’. the  
action is conducted without warning anyone but an  
accomplice who gave me the access. Quentin has not 
contacted me yet, we won’t know the outcome untill then. 

http://www.home-work.ch



Shunt
Performance

OFFPAC2017, 
Occurring during the PAC (Contemporary Art Spring), 
Marseille, France

A proposition by curator Lavid Johnson to Post Disaster 
Residencies Collective

195 Av. de la Madrague de Montredon – Marseille
2017

“Since the end of the 19th century, electricians 
have used the term ‘to shunt’ to describe the act of  
mounting an alternate electrical circuit. The collective 
action named after it recreates the conditions of disrup-
ting the phenomenon of perceiving a space, enhancing 
the multiple opportunities for the viewer to wander. [...]”
Lavid Johnson

The title Shunt refers to pyrotechnical skills inducting 
networking multiple rockets. The night of the May 26th 
and 27th was long. Electrical wire and rocket drills are 
connected together according to a staged scenario, 
in which each rocket’s height in the air and explosion  
latency determined by youtube video that correspond to 
each. 

OFFPAC2017 takes place in an abandoned factory 
we open without permission. This performance ends 
this one day exhibition getting to one end ; after having  
repacked all the artworks in the cars we are ready to 
leave the premises.

http://postdisasterresidencies.com/sample-page/195-
avenue-de-la-madrague-de-montredon/





Impresario
Performance

In collaboration with Burning Spiaggia

RESSACS – a proposition by collectif You Know Who
Group show

Topic – Geneva
2017

This invitation involves the music band Burning Spiag-
gia to the sea side, where the video gets shot. Images 
are transferred to Geneva and projected through a ‘live 
streaming’.

Impresario defines what is nowadays named ‘agent’, 
an intermediary state or thing between two actors of 
factors. Although etymologically interdependent, it  
refers to the process of impression (printing) found in  
PIANO NOBILE, with the making of an image coined 
on a surface but also, asserting beyond its presence. 
The line between space and time are once more  
blurred in this work, operating a displacement of the 
concert show.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3Yw2ocduY64
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Screenshot from the live streaming recording

Exhibition views
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MODERN EXPRESS
(PROJET POUR UN FILM)
Group show

A proposition by Luca Veuillet 
With Gregory Bourrilly, le collectif Galta, 
Quentin Heizmann, Hamlin Robert, Zoé Sjollema and 
Jony Valado

Duplex – Geneva
2016

“How can one describe something except ex post? Can 
nothing be ever truly expressed, rendered in his anony-
mous becoming, can no one ever render the babbling of 
the nascent moment, how is it that, born out of chaos, we 
can never encounter it again, no sooner do we look than 
order… and form… are born under our very eyes? No 
matter. Never mind.”
Witold Gombrowicz, Cosmos, 1965

MODERN EXPRESS is the portrait of a pianist on the 
brink of sinking into the sea. The filming is cancelled 
twice due to weather conditions and gets substituted 
through the showing of the research made for it: trailers 
from a dozen videos on a loop, a spinning chandelier, a 
bath tub and a 1:10 model of the boot planned for the 
shooting.

Various special effects are declined into the video work. 
A sound piece, a few sculptures are added to create an 
event, which could be the set up of a prop for a film. Other 
artists are given a carte blanche to collaborate, other works 
are selected.

https://vimeo.com/247430020?activityReferer=1
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Projet pour un film
Cast iron bathtub, water, ice
70 × 168 × 75 cm
1:10 model of a ‘Vaurien’ boat, wooden case
62 × 46 × 27 cm
Piano and Digital Delay pedal
Pianist : Quentin Heizman
Variable dimensions and dispositions

Le capitaine crie “ je suis le maitre à bord,
sauve qui peut le vin et le pastis d’abord 
Chacun sa bonbonne et courage! ”
Video, 7’30’’
Muet
Diverse sources 

Untitled ( fontaine I)
Chandelier ‘montgolfière’, 
Electric rotary motor
80 × 40 × 40 cm

Untitled 
(Gregory Bourrilly)
Wood, iron, neons
Variable dimensions and dispositions

Kiosque
(Collaboration with collectif Galta)
120 × 80 × 120
Glass bricks, mortar, terracotta, wood,  
aerated concrete
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PRELUDIO
Group show

Les Nouveaux Résidents (Fabrice Bernasconi & 
Luca Veuillet)

La Galerie, rue de l’Industrie – Geneva
2016

PRELUDIO narrates a journey to Sicily. Shapes 
from local buildings and sites are scrutinised from 
cars we used to drive. Many are the witness of  
bricoleur cunning, domestic ways of fixing,  
mending, inhabiting the house fronts, be them  
occupied or left away. This is to respond to 
needs or to prevent squatting of the unfinished or  
abandoned constructions.

Details and fragments are here playing with the 
emptiness and the intensity of what we found. By  
projections and fills, the smells and scents made by a 
fountain of wine, rucola, polystyrene and coffee give it 
a impression of exoticism.

1
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Boucher, colmater, isoler - variation
(Collective)
Terra-cotta, expended polystyrene 
90 × 60 cm

Untitled
Spot PAR 16, ruccola
50 × 20 × 70 cm

1

2

Sans titre 
(Fabrice Bernasconi)
Metal, construction string, cotton, coffe
30 × 110× 40 cm

Colonne (fontaine III)
Spot PAR 16 , pavements, inox, PVC pipe, 
electric pump, glass containers, red wine
40 × 35 × 35 cm
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Lorem ipsum dolor sit 
amet, consectetur 

sed do eiusmod temor 
dolore magna aliqua. 

Ut enim ad 01010817

PROJET POUR UN TRAIN
LA DAME DU LÉMAN
Public commission

Les nouveaux résidents (Charlotte Magnin & Luca 
Veuillet)

Project for a train linking Geneva and Villeneuve, 
Switzerland 
2016

This Open Call is a public order destined to invent 
the new livery displayed by La dame du Léman, 
historical train restaurant BDe 2/4 n°3 on its body 
work. Our proposition is based on a pattern of verti-
cal strokes on the bottom sides of the locomotive, as 
opposed to the machine’s horizontal divide into two 
different-colored parts.

The CFDL stress in all the ways on the singularity 
of the legacy train, “easily characterized in the land-
scape by its legendary silhouette and elegant lines”. 

Our proposition aims at fitting the heritage the 
train stands for, by respecting its colours and  
geometry, hence creating a moving kinetic painting 
in its environment.
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Project simulation, colorized archive photography

Technical drawing (source : CFDL) 
with parts’ names and inscriptions 
Measure in centimeter

1:100 HAG Model in action et while stopping

Experiments on a wagon 
at the speed of 70 km/h

1
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BURGER & JACOBI
Portative exhibition space

Since 2015

“As for rugs, they were originally depicting gardens. 
Gardens, are a rug where the whole world comes 
to achieve its symbolic perfection, rugs are a sort of 
mobile garden running trough space.” 
Michel Foucault, “Des espaces autres”, Dits et écrits, 
2001 

The piano - before-named ‘ orchestra instrument ’ - is 
a noble object, imposing and massive. It is here re- 
appropriated as the symbol of the institution. Emptied of 
its frame, it loses its primal function and moves around. 
With a crown of zinc, it evokes the architecture to host 
a mondain space, Burger & Jacobi. 

B&J is portative display, which invites artists to present 
their work engaging with 4 parameters : 
 . The site specificity where the event occurs 
 . The space of the white cube into a case
 . The space through sound
 . Drinks & snacks as an ending

The space has no established programmation. His 
events arise following a spontaneous proposal, a re-
search or a suitable project.
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5

Plans of space

PÉPINIÈRES, 
JARDIN D’HIVER REWORK
2015
Five pool of papier-mâché
 Pastis 
Mathias Pfund
@ Nuit des Bains, Geneva

1

2-3

CONTREBASSE, GUITARE, 
PIANO, KIOSQUE
2016
Camu camu
Luminous table in motion, mortar
 Drinks made from camu camu
Sabrina Fernandez 
@ Kiosque des Augustins, 
Geneva 

E QUELLO CHE SOGNAVO DA BAMBINO
2015
Seven polaroid photos
 Ice tes and Nutella
anonymous artist
@ Cour des Casemates, Geneva
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Pianiste sur socle
Performance

LUX – Group show

Bains des Pâquis – Geneva 
2015

LUX is a four-day exhibition, which takes place at 
the Bains des Pâquis, a small island on lac Léman 
in downtown Geneva. I invite Jean-Baptiste Hêche 
- former jeweler, now working as a street pianist - 
to play on a 10 - meter diving board. From there he 
has a view of the streets, his workplace that he goes 
through every day with his upright piano ; and on the 
illuminated signs of great brands he used to work for, 
before becoming socially marginalized.

The sound is broadcast in microphones and 
connected to the public speakers of the place. This 
experience creates a curious atmosphere on the site, 
the sound is often noticed, but it could be the radio, so 
that the performance seems little seen during these 
few days, as if the elevation made it very discreet. 
Jean-Baptiste plays his standards.



Pianiste sur socle
Piano Pleyell, parasol
Dimensions et dispositions variables


